Problem statement. In the end of the XX century a new direction in contemporary linguistics appeared — gender linguistics. The push to the appearance of a new linguistic category gender and then to the independent linguistic branch became social factors, and the main one is the boosting of the feminist movement. In contemporary linguistics a gender aspect produced a lot of linguistic research works investigating ways, means and communicative situations of expressing gender in the language and speech.

Recent research and publications. According to A.V. Kirilina, the essence of the notion gender — a part of the model of a modern person reproducing in the language and speech sociocultural manifestation of sex — is not actually a linguistic category and may be represented through the analysis of the language structure [4].

In feminist linguistics two directions have been marked out: the investigation of the language for eliciting gender asymmetry and speech behaviour of men and women. Asymmetry directed against women is called language sexism. A research of feminist linguistics is guided by the hypothesis of Sapir-Whorf who claimed that a language is not only the means of communication in a society but it also participates in forming the way of thinking in a society. That’s why all people being the bearers of a “man’s” language live in a “man’s” world picture.

The purpose of the article. The article is aimed at studying tendencies in the use of feminitives in modern English, Ukrainian, and Russian and ways of adequate translation of gender-specific nouns of feminine gender in these languages.

Presentation of the main material. Since the 1980s representatives of feminist linguistics have proposed recommendations on eliminating gender asymmetry in the English language. In 1999 UNESCO issued Guidelines on Gender-Neutral Language in which it is recommended to use gender-neutral words instead of words with suffixes of feminine gender: poetess — poet, steward/stewardess — flight attendant, pl. cabin crew [11, p. 13–14]; to avoid gender markers like woman doctor — doctor or to use them only if it is necessary in a concrete context [11, p. 12].
In Guidelines on Gender-Neutral Language Oxford Dictionary calls to change the part of the word – man in compounds on gender-neutral – person (pl. – people) or any other alternative gender-neutral variants: barman – bar tender – bar tenders, instead of spokesman to use spokesperson – (pl. – spokespeople). Moreover, a word man in reference to any person is recommended to be changed to human being [6].

As for the Ukrainian and Russian languages, they are developing in quite opposite direction in comparison with English. During recent years the tendency to create and use more and more feminitives in both languages is being clearly traced. The most intensive usage of feminitives takes place in mass media – newspaper articles, TV news, talk shows, and Internet.

The Internet as means of communication is becoming a new sociocultural environment where development of communicators’ personalities and their professional formation are going on. Among the most widely-spread forms of internet-communication are blogs, social nets, and forums on various themes, which contribute to the development of a special kind of communication – Internet discourse.

The study of Internet as a universal means of communication shows that a lot of new words including also feminitives were firstly introduced in the Internet language as if to “test” them and see how the society will react: either reject or take them into everyday usage.

Nowadays in the Russian language segment of social nets we can meet a lot of groups devoted not only to the problems of feminism but also to the use and creation of feminitives, more than that, a lot of internet resources are being created, for example: http://feminism-russia.ru/feminizator and others, which help to check the correctness of a feminitive and even create your own one [9]. Besides, there is a web-site – dictionary of gender terms devoted to the terminology in the spheres of feminism and gender – http://ia-z-gender.net/ feminivity.html [7]. Hot discussions are going on on http://environr.github.io/apps/feminizator/feminizator. html on how it is correct to say in Russian телеведущая or телеведущий, филологиня or филологинь; if the words политики, знатокиня, авторка coincide with the norms of the Russian language [14].

In Russian there are still no words of feminine gender for all nominations in the language. Only 50% of analysed nominations referring to women are feminitives. More than that, a lot of spheres of activities in the language are still considered “man’s”, despite the fact that nowadays women take an active part in these spheres, for example, how to say in Russian about a woman инженер or врач or доктор.

In contrast to the situation in the Russian language which still does not have the written rules that regulate the formation of new feminitives, in Ukraine in 2019 a new reduction of the Ukrainian spelling was adopted. According to the new rules of spelling the feminitives in the Ukrainian language are formed by means of a number of suffixes such as: -к-, -иц-, -ес, -ин-, for example: 1) -к- is the most productive as most of newly-created feminitives are formed with the help of this suffix – авторка, лікарка, поліцейська, доцентка, депутатка, прем'єрка; 2) -иц- (unproductive), such words as засновниця, підприємниця, переможниця have already functioned in the language and are fixed in the dictionaries of the modern Ukrainian language; 3) -ес- (international) – барона, критика, поетеса, акторса, the least productive suffix as there is a tendency to use нова поетка instead of поетеса, акторка instead of акторса; 4) -ин- becoming more productive nowadays, as alongside with the so called “old” words – книжниця, графіння, кравчина, майстриня, new feminitives are being produced – мисткиня, виборчиня, фахівчиня, шефина, членкиня, ворогиня, філологиня, фотографія. Having compared these three languages we would like to conclude that in any language under investigation a phenomenon, which is analyzed, has different historical development and quite opposite representation on the contemporary stage of these languages functioning. The English language is proceeding the way of neutralization gender markers, to some extent due to the absence of grammatical category of gender. In the Russian and Ukrainian languages we observe the ongoing process of feminization of different spheres of life.

Taking into consideration everything mentioned above, we have analyzed a number of internet news to find the appropriate English translation of some Ukrainian feminitives (we did not investigate “new” Russian feminitives as such that still do not have written norms adopted in the language) and found out the state of affairs like the following.

The BBC news “A Dallas, Texas police officer made a mistake in the apartment and shot the man, thinking he had run into her home” is translated as „Співробітниця поліції в Далласі, штат Техас, помилилася квартирою і застрелила чоловіка, думаючи, що він вдерся до неї додому” [13]. So we see a discrepancy between an English gender-unmarked word police officer and its Ukrainian translation, a word of feminine gender співробітниця.

Doctor of philological sciences O. Ponomariv, who has had his blog on the BBC since 2009, answering a reader’s question “Which word is better to use in Ukrainian посолка or посолка?” offers not to use any of them, better saying пані посол. But if we address any of the on-line Ukrainian-English or English-Ukrainian translation services the only variant of translation is Mrs. Ambassador [2].

As for Ukrainian feminitives newly created according to a new reduction of the Ukrainian spelling, such words as поліцейська, знатокиня, авторка, членкиня, лікарка, поліцейська, доцентка, etc. have not had yet their analogies even in on-line Ukrainian-English dictionaries, saying nothing about their paper versions. But it is only the matter of time. I hope, soon we’ll have new dictionaries including all new words created according to a new reduction of the Ukrainian spelling and their politically correct translation taking into account the rules of each language.

Conclusion. To sum up our research, we’d like to emphasize that now translators from Russian and Ukrainian into English and vice versa should pay more attention to the gender aspect of translation, to which not so much significance has not been attached recently, and try to choose constructions not creating gender asymmetry in case of speaking about women in the English language and corresponding words that fully transmit the meaning of Russian and Ukrainian feminitives.
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